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recision optical alignment ca-

pability across a range from the

UV to the far-IR and a lighter-

weight design have long given hol-

low retroreflectors an advantage over

their solid cousins (retroreflector

prisms) in boresighting, laser track-

ing, rangefinding, diverse laboratory

applications and even space-based

spectrometers. Within the past

decade or so, enhanced work mate-

rial and coating selection have ex-

panded their application base into

areas such as military and space-

based atmospheric monitoring.

Solid or hollow, a retroflector is ba-

sically a self-compensating mirror

that is completely insensitive to po-

sition and movement, such as tilt.

Both configurations have three re-

flecting surfaces mutually connected

at 90°. Parallel incident light enter-

ing the device will bounce three times

against these surfaces and return to

the source precisely at the same

angle at which it entered the retro-

reflector — regardless of its physical

orientation.

Commonalities aside, hollow retro-

reflectors offer several advantages

over retroreflector prisms. Besides

weight and cost advantages, the hol-

low design offers unparalleled accu-

racy. Depending on the application,

an allowable beam deviation can

range from 0.25 arc sec to minutes.

These devices also have extremely

low reflected wavefront error and do

not face the problems with material

absorption and achromatic aberra-

tion that are common with prism-

type devices.

When mirror alignment to a light

source of parallel beams is critical, 

a retroreflector frequently can elim-

inate the need for further alignment

mechanisms, significantly con-

tributing to system stability. Hollow
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devices could potentially replace flat

mirrors in almost any application.

The main characteristic that makes

them attractive replacements is the

invariance of the reflected beam with

the tilt of the device. Each ray of a

beam that fully illuminates and en-

ters the component is translated pro-

portionally to its distance from the

center. Ultimately, though, the prin-

cipal applications of these devices

are those requiring front surface re-

flection. This usually means systems

that operate at wavelengths that can-

not be transmitted through glass

prisms, such as applications in the

UV and IR regions. 

To fully understand the niche that

hollow retroreflectors fill in optical

alignment, it helps to examine their

possible accuracy in greater detail.

Exploring beam movement
When a beam enters a retroreflec-

tor, it creates an optical path with a

total length defined by three bounces.

This path depends on the location of

the incoming beam with respect to

the apex of the device. To better un-

derstand the process, it helps to ex-

amine an idealized situation with

only two bounces. Consider a case

where the retroreflector is essentially

a roof mirror structure composed of

two planes, OZX and OYX, where the

vertex is OX and where a third mir-

ror, the OZY plane, is perpendicular

to the roof vertex OX. The optical

path in this example is the length la-

beled 2a (Figure 3) or simply AC

(Figure 2).

Knowing the optical path has a

great advantage in spectroscopy and

interferometery applications where

one must calculate the path differ-

ence. The following short-form equa-

tion, although it is based on a two-

bounce analysis, also can help esti-

mate optical path in a three-bounce

situation (Figure 3):

P = 2a

Where ß = angle of the incoming

beam to the panel; a = angle of the

outgoing beam to the panel/vertex;

X1 = distance from the apex to the in-

tersection of the outgoing beam with

the retroreflector, measured in the

   a = L
cos (β – α)

direction of the outgoing beam; X2

= distance from the apex to the in-

tersection of the incoming beam with

the retroreflector, measured in the

direction of the incoming beam; L =

distance from the apex to the beam

(incoming or outgoing) measured per-

pendicular to the beam direction;

and P = optical path. 

If a pencil beam (one substantial-

ly smaller than the clear aperture) 

Figure 1. Hollow retroreflectors 

include three mutually orthogonal front

surface mirrors bonded to form a 

corner cube. In many cases, a device

will point at the light source such that

each individual mirror surface tilts at a

55º angle of incidence to face it. 
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Figure 2. In a hollow retroreflector,

the total length of the optical path is

the sum of the lengths along which

light bounces (AB and BC in this

two-bounce illustration).
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enters the device, the offset gener-

ated by the inversion will be notice-

able. Based on this offset between

the incoming and outgoing beams,

engineers can tweak system perfor-

mance. The equations are as follows:

D = 2L

D = (X1 + X2)cos(ß – a)

Where D equals the offset.

Traditionally, industry uses beam

deviation as the key measure of ac-

curacy. When a retroreflector is fully

illuminated by a large parallel beam,

it returns six subaperture beams.

Accuracy is defined by the maximum

deviation from perfect parallelism 

between the single incoming beam

and the six outgoing beams. This can

be verified with an interferometer

(Figure 4).

There also is a direct relationship

between device accuracy and the

error of the reflected, exiting wave-

front, as shown by the following

equation:

Sin a = ml/r

where l = wavelength in millimeters,

m = peak-to-valley wavefront distor-

tion (one wave = one fringe), a = an-

gular deviation in radians and r = ra-

dius of the clear aperture.

For example, when wavefront dis-

tortion is 0.25 waves and the hollow

retroreflector’s clear-aperture radius

is 15 mm and the wavelength equals

0.0006328 mm, the angular devia-

tion would equal 2.1 arc sec.

Ultimately, the required device ac-

curacy is application-dependent. For

example, in optical, communications

and laser systems demanding high

precision, hollow retroreflectors can

provide 0.25 arc sec of maximum

beam deviation and 0.08 waves of

wavefront deformation.

Typical standard hollow-retrore-

flector arrays for FTIR long-path

spectroscopy might use individual

2.5-in. (63 mm) clear-aperture hol-

low retroreflectors with a maximum 

deviation of either 5.0 or 20.0 arc

sec, although better than 1 arc sec is

possible with custom arrangements.

In this type of application, engineers

mount the retroreflectors individu-

ally on an aluminum plate, placed

very tightly together so that the array

acts as a large, self-compensating

mirror surface. 

As another example, hollow retro-

reflectors better than 1 arc sec also

are needed for high-resolution short-

path FTIR applications.

Regardless of the rated accuracy

of the retroreflector, proper mount-

ing of the device to its interface is

critical to eliminate any stress that

has been induced on the mirror as-

sembly and that could further dis-

tort the exiting wavefront. 

One common method, the hard-

mount, is used in applications where

optical path difference is critical,
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Figure 3. In this example used 

to illustrate short-form calculation

of optical path based on a 

two-bounce analysis, the 

retroreflector axis of symmetry is

perpendicular to the mounting

plane. Typical parameters might

include a = 35.2644°, ß = 90 – a.

Figure 4. A perfect retroreflector will

have a perfect exiting wavefront, just like

a perfect flat mirror. Interferometry can

help illustrate device accuracy for a flat

mirror (top) and a fully illuminated hollow

retroreflector (bottom).
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